Bio-Pyramid Mini with iPhone・MBPmi-IPA
User’s Manual
◎ Standard Accessories
・Bio-Pyramid Mini body

・Focusing Item

・Filter

MF-SC56A

Focusing Sheet

・Thumbscrew

Focusing Target

・iPhone Adapter

MBP-IPA6
or
MBP-IPA7

Lens hole positions
and sizes are different
for MBP-IPA6 and
MBP-IPA7. Please use
Correct one for your
iPhone model.

・Hex wrench

Compatible iPhone Models
MBP-IPA6 is
compatible with iPhone 6/6s

Info

MBP-IPA7 is
compatible with iPhone 7

* Please use DIY adapter
MBP-DPA for other
iPhone models and any
other smart phone
models such an Android.
* iPhone is not Included.
Please prepare one
for yourself.

Please make sure your iPhone model and
iPhone adapter compatibility.
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Installation
1. Attaching iPhone and filter to Bio-Pyramid mini
(* please have iPhone, MBP-IPA and Bio-Pyramid mini ready)
①

Turn the MBP-mini upside down
and install sharp cut filter at the bottom

②

Remove one of the screw
from hood body.

Counter-clockwise

Fit iPhone onto MBP-IPA
④ Install MBP-IPA (with iPhone fitted in) to MBP-mini.
Insert thumbscrew to screw hole from which original screw was
removed previously (2) and fixate the MBP-IPA.
③
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Image Capture
1. How to capture high quality image with iPhone
Touchscreen operation. (* iPhone 6 is used for following instruction)
––
①

Launch the camera app

②

Fixing the focus

Touch and hold the place where needed to be focused.
● Focusing square expand twice and get back to regular size.
“AE/AF Lock” would appear on the top.
● Focus is fixed

Touch and
hold for
3 second

③ Brightness Adjustment

Slide sun symbol in the
display up for brighter
and down for darker image.

④ Self-Timer

Touch the clock symbol
and set timer to 3 second.
● Avoid blurred image caused
by shutter release

⑤ Release shutter and

capture the image

Brighter
Darker

Recommended Apps

Such apps with “Night View
Shooting” “Manual Mode” features
are recommended. Please use
third party apps at your own risk

★ Recommended Setting ★ F: 8.0 / ISO: 1600 / Shutter Speed: 0.5 second
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Specification
MBPmi-IPA - Specification
Maximum Shooting Area

147 x 167mm (interior dimension at the bottom）

Shooting Distance（to lens）

Approximately 216mm

Filter

Use φ52 filter

Size

W 187 mm x D 167 mm (exterior dimension)
H 204 mm (up to camera attachment parts)

Material

Acrylic ABS etc.
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